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   Television Projects of Fernseh GmbH  
     (Int. Dr. Möller) 
  
 During the war, Fernseh worked on a number of television 
projects. Those described by Möller are listed below:- 
 
1. Television camera for H.S.293. 

 
The H.S.293 is a glide bomb dropped from a carrier 

aircraft, intended for use against ship and land targets. 
Fernseh developed a television camera to be carried in the bomb. 
The television picture was received in the carrier aircraft and 
displayed to an operator, who guided the bomb with a radio-
control system. The code-names for this system were as follows:- 
 
  Glide bomb: H.S.293 
  Television System: Tonne 
  Television Camera: K.11 
  Television Receiver: Seedorf 
  Radio control system: Strasburg-Kehl system 
 

The K.11 camera used a super-iconoscope, scanning 441 
lines, 25 frames, interlaced; but this was altered in later 
models to 220 lines, 50 frames, not interlaced. The photo-
cathode of the super-iconoscope was transparent, and only 8.8 
mm. x 3.8 mm, so that a cheap lens could be used. The speed of 
this lens was f 2.7. The field covered was 20-30°. Focussing and 
deflection of the electron gun were electromagnetic. 
 
 An optical system in front of the iconoscope lens was 
controlled by vanes in the airflow, so that the camera always 
looked in the direction of flight of the bomb, and not 
necessarily along its axis. Built into this system was a 
gyroscope carrying a small bulb, arranged so that a spot on the 
received picture showed where the target should appear when it 
came within television range. 
 
 The video signal from the super-iconoscope was passed 
through an amplifier with bandwidth 2.5 - 3 Mc/s. and used to 
anode-modulate a triode oscillator working at 430 Mc/s. which 
fed 15 watts into a Yagi aerial mounted above the bomb, looking 
backwards. The weight of this camera was 40 kg. Power was 
supplied by a battery driving a 500 c/s. generator. 
 
 Fernseh made 200 of these cameras in their model shop. 80 
experimental drops were made at Peenemünde. Out of one series of 



12 drops only one failed because of television trouble. The H.S. 
293 was never used operationally with television control. 
 
2. It was intended to fit the K.11 camera to the Fritz X 
("FX") bomb, but this was never done. The Fritz X is a 1000 kg 
high-angle bomb. 
 
3. Television camera for Schmetterling. Schmetterling was a 
ground-to-air rocket with a proximity fuse. Fernseh developed 
the K.12 television camera to replace this proximity fuse. The 
rocket was to be directed by radar, radio D.F. or an optical 
means until it should be close enough to the target aircraft for 
this to be seen on a television receiver on the ground. An 
operator would then radio-control the rocket on the target. 
If he missed, he could detonate it when he thought it was 
passing the target. The television system for this project was 
called Sprotte. The K.12 camera used a 220 line 10 frame 
diagonal scan. The sawtooth generators ran at 2200 c/s and 2210 
c/s, giving the unusual scan: the advantages of this system 
appear to be reduction of flicker (each frame in two parts, 
lines running alternately in each part) and the elimination of a 
10 c/s sawtooth generator, with its large components and H.T. 
decoupling difficulties. An ordinary iconoscope was used, with 
transparent mosaic so that the optical image fell normally on 
one side and the electron beam scanned the other. There was 
therefore no need to generate a "Keystone" scan, as in a normal 
iconoscope with opaque mosaic. A present correction for 'tilt 
and bend' was made in the camera. 'Blacker-than-black' and 
'white' synchronisation pulses were tried, but large amplitude 
white pulses were found to swing the R. F. oscillator off 
frequency. The video amplifier had a bandwidth of 300 kc/s. 
Although the camera circuits used 36 valves. The weight of the 
unit was 8 kg. 
 

This camera was tested in an aircraft, with a 600 Mc/s R.F. 
link, received on the ground in a small Würzburg dish. Pictures 
were received at a range of 20 km. with the aircraft flying at 
3000 m. No rocket trials were done. About 50 of the small 
iconoscopes with transparent mosaics were made, and about 5 
receivers. 
 
4. Radio-controlled tank. Some experiments were done with the 
K.11 camera in a P.4 radio-controlled tank. The television 
system in this case was called 'Tonne-P'. ('Tonne-panzer'). The 
tank was to carry an explosive charge, and be directed to its 
target by an operator using radio control, watching the 
television picture; but the system was never used. The weakest 
part of this scheme was the R.F. link; picture quality was bad 
because of reflections from objects on the ground. Wavelengths 
of 70 cm. 1.5 m, and 3.5 m. were tried. Experiments were done at 



night with this tank, using a 1 kw. searchlight with a 2° beam, 
but without much success. 
 
5. Radio controlled boat. The K.11 camera was also proposed for 
guiding a radio-controlled hydroplane. Experiments over water 
were only successful up to a range of 4 km., which was not 
considered enough for operational use. The hydroplane was 
driven by a water-screw at 50 m.p.h. It was intended to carry 
20-30 of these in an unarmoured 2000 ton ship, which had a speed 
of 40 m.p.h. 
 
6. Blohm and Voss 143. This was a rocket propelled bomb carried 
by an aircraft, for use against ships. After release it dropped 
to a height of 3 or 4m. above sea-level, staying at this height 
for the rest of the way to the target. Fernseh developed an 
optical altimeter for measuring this small height above the sea, 
but it was unsatisfactory, and an electrical altimeter was used. 
This was developed by Dr. Zeyns of B. and V., Hamburg. 
 

Fernseh made an optical system for the B. and V. 143, using 
a "slot and slotted disc" scanning system and a photocell. 
Homing was in the horizontal plane only, as the bomb was 
controlled vertically by the altimeter. No television picture 
was transmitted back to the carrier-plane: the response from the 
photocell was converted into a voltage proportional to the 
bearing of the target ship, and correction automatically applied 
to the control surfaces of the bomb. The photocell was of the 
electro-multiplier type, with 17 secondary-emission grids giving 
a gain of 2,000,000. Grids were used rather than plates because 
of ease of manufacture. Although the cell was mounted directly 
behind the slot, and the light spot from the scanning system 
therefore moved along the photo-cathode variations in output, 
because of photo-cathode irregularities, were found to be small 
compared with the very great contrast of a ship target 
silhouetted against the sky. Trials were done with this system 
(which was known as "S.I.C.") and a motor-boat was made to home 
onto a 6000 ton ship from 6-8 km. The B and V 143 with "S.I.C." 
homing was never used operationally. 

 
7. Camera for H.S. 298. This was an air-to-air version of the 
HS.293. A small television camera was developed for guiding it, 
in 1941/42. A version with 200 line scan was known as F.B.200; 
another with 400 line scan as F.B.400. A small super—iconoscope 
was used. The camera was cylindrical, 25 cm. long, 12 cm 
diameter. Acorn valves were used. Lab models only were made. 
Development of the HS.298 and camera were stopped before it was 
finished. Two other projects were ordered from Fernseh, but 
neither was successful. They were:- 
 



1. The transmission of television signals over the steel control 
wires of various wire-controlled missiles. It was found that the 
attenuation in the wires made this impracticable. 
 
2. A television camera with spiral scan, for guiding a homing 
missile. The camera was made but never used in a missile. It 
contained over 60 valves. 
 

Möller disapproved of both these projects before they were 
started. He was in favour of 'Cartesian' control of missiles 
(i.e. missiles with 'crossed-wing' control surfaces), rather 
than 'polar' control (depending for correction on a rotation of 
the missile, and a deflection). He considered the main 
disadvantages of the 'polar' method, as far as the television 
part of the problem is concerned, to be the complexity of the 
circuits in a homer, which must have a spiral scan in order to 
present the right sort of information to the control surfaces, 
and, in the case of a missile guided by radio control, the 
rotation of the picture displayed at the control station every 
time a control is applied.  
 
General 
 
1000-line television 
 

During the war Fernseh did some experimental work with a 
Farnsworth dissector tube, scanning film with a 1029-line scan. 
The bandwidth of the amplifier was 16 Mc/s. No R.F. link was 
used. The picture so obtained was comparable to a direct 
projection of the film. Some iconoscope tubes were made with 
sensitivity considered good enough for 1000-line work in 
sunlight, but were not used. The military excuse for this 
development work was "reconnaissance" but exactly how it was to 
be used was not certain. 

 
Replies to other Questions. 
  

Möller said that Telefunken have done some 1000-line work, 
which was published in a German technical magazine in 1942 or 
1943. He knew nothing of the 1000-line work which Prof. 
Gladenbeck claims (CIOS report on interrogation of Prof. 
Gladenbeck) to have done recently. 
 

He thought that the Orthicon tube with electron multiplier 
would be used for many television applications in the future, 
because of its great sensitivity (the output level of the 
multiplier may be 10V without excessive illumination) and its 
freedom from 'tilt and bend'. He mentioned that C.D.C. (Paris) 
had made Orthicons, under the war-time control of Telefunken. 
 



He explained that "Funksehen" was the name given to a 
military project which was to use 3 cm. radiation to give a 
television-type picture. Scanning was to be a combination of 
very fast circular swinging of the R.F. beam (i.e. as in a 
Würzburg), and a slower rotation of the axis of this circular 
scan. This method was to be used because of the very high 
accelerations involved in any movement, other than circular, of 
mechanical parts. 
 

The "Funksehen" system was to be used for "reconnaissance" 
in dark or fog. Moller did not know if it had been successful. 
He did not consider the idea to be a promising one. 


